
Assignment: This assignment requires that you construct a poster that accurately and creatively represents 

ONE of the 30 rights from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Freedoms.  As well, you need to do a 

bit of research about how your right is being violated around the world and Canada. 

 

Requirements: 

 Right/Freedom clearly stated on the poster in LARGE LETTERS!  Think font size 200 :) 

 The poster effectively makes use of images, symbols, phrases  to creatively represent the right/freedom.  

These may be hand-drawn , or taken from the web/newspapers, etc 

 When doing a poster, your goal is to make sure it is PLEASING TO THE EYE—not just slapped together! 

 - consider colour, layout, size of images and phrases 

 - it MUST be neat 

 - very little white space—unless it is used intentionally and effect

 tively 

 A 500 word reflection (to be handed in separately) 

 - Why did you choose the images/symbols you did?  Why did 

 these impact you?  Why do you believe they will im pact others 

 and accurately/creatively express the concept of the right you 

 are presenting?   (100 words) 

 - What did you learn about the violation of this right around the 

 world? (250 words) 

 - What did you learn about the violation of this right around 

 Canada?  (150 words) 

 

Evaluation 

Poster    25 marks    

Reflection   15 marks 

 

This one is good but needs a bigger title 

“A” quality poster project : eye catching, creative, colourful (if applicable), neat, all images  clearly relate 

   : title is large enough and correct 

   : reflects an excellent amount of work, top effort put in 

   : reflection contains all required elements, is written carefully and thoughtfully, very few grammatical 

   errors, reflects a clear understanding of different violations both in Canada and around the  

   world 



This one is good but needs a title 

“B” quality poster project : layout is quite good, fairly creative,  neat, all images clearly relate 

   : title is large enough and correct 

   : reflects a good amount of work, a decent effort was put in 

   : reflection contains all required elements, has some good ideas/thoughs, very few grammatical errors, 

   reflects a pretty good understanding of different violations both in Canada and around the world 

 

“C” quality poster project : layout is lacking, might be messy or a bit confusing,  

   : title is too small, not correctly written 

   : definitely does not reflect a best effort—possibly rushed, or time managed poorly 

   : reflection is too basic, not enough actual information, possibly some rambling, much more thought 

   needed 

 

If either the poster or the reflection is not handed in, the project will not pass. 

This one is good but needs a title 

This one is good but needs a title 


